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Definitions
Overall Score

Whenever the report refers to an Overall Score, this score has been calculated
by averaging all responses to a particular survey item (or all the items in the
competency). Self responses are not included.

National Norm

For survey questions and competencies, a National Norm score is shown which
provides a comparison point for that particular behavior or competency. The
National Norm score represents an average Overall Score for leaders in fifteen
functional areas from companies throughout the United States.

Green & Red Arrows

Green, upward-pointing arrows indicate that the overall score for that item is at
or above the 90th percentile compared to the national norm. Red, downwardpointing arrows indicate that the overall score for that item is at or below the 20th
percentile compared to the national norm.

Italics

Some scores in the Average Ratings for Each Competency pages of the report
may appear in italics. Italic scores indicate that one or more raters in that group
rated the behavior as occurring less than "Meets Expectations."

3 Rater Minimum

In order to protect the anonymity of the raters, ratings are not reported for a
group if fewer than 3 raters responded from that group, except for Self ratings
and Boss ratings. If fewer than 3 raters in a particular rating group provided
feedback, "No Data" will appear. Any ratings for such a group are still included in
the Overall Score.

No Data

The phrase "No Data" may appear in the report if fewer than 3 raters responded
from a particular rater group, if no raters responded, or if all raters selected "Not
Applicable/Don't Know."

Definitions of terms
used in the report
facilitate interpretation.
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List of Raters
The following people were selected as raters and invited to provide you with feedback. It is possible that not all of
them responded to the survey.

Self

Sample Participant

Boss

Linda Hill

Peers

Bernard Bass
Marshall Goldsmith
Richard Hackman
Christina Harbridge
Rosabeth Kanter
Jerry Porras
Edgar Schein
Margaret Wheatley

Direct Reports

Chris Argyris
Warren Bennis
James Collins
Donald Schon
Peter Senge

Invited raters or actual
respondents can be listed to
facilitate interpretation.
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Report Reading Tips
The 360-Degree Feedback process is designed to help you gain awareness of your strengths and the areas in
need of development. Specifically, this is a unique opportunity to learn about yourself from the people who work
with you. The items in this survey were selected so that the results will:
• Provide insight into your impact on others.
• Show how you are seen and perceived as a leader.
• Highlight strengths and opportunities for growth and development.

Before you read your report:
Take a few moments to reflect on the bigger picture - your career. Thinking about your answers to the following
questions will help you set priorities for your development.
• What immediate challenges are you faced with in your job?
• Where do you want to be in a year? In five years?
• What do you need to accomplish to get there?

As you read your report, ask yourself:
• What are the consistent themes in my report?
• Are there any surprises?
• Do I treat groups of people differently (e.g., is there a discrepancy in how one group rated me vs. another
group?)

When reading the comments section, remember:
• Each comment represents the opinion of only one person.
• Don't focus too much on any one comment.
• Instead, look for themes or patterns among several comments.

In-report instructions help
feedback recipients get the most
out of the report. Ten-page
interpretation guide also available.

Keep in mind:
If you are like most people, you will find some surprises in your feedback. Keep in mind that the benefits of
gaining self-awareness outweigh the costs of any temporary discomfort associated with learning new information
about yourself.

Getting additional help:
Go through 3D Group's Interpretation Guide workbook or work with a coach. Need a coach? Contact 3D Group
via www.3DGroup.net or 510-463-0333.
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Leadership Competency Model

Research-based competencies
with clear, behavioral items
facilitate action planning.
Competency Definitions
Business Focus: Understanding an organization's business, markets, and strategy.
Customer Focus: Ensuring responsiveness and service to internal and/or external customers and partners.
Results Orientation: Delegating and scheduling work, following up, being proactive, and ensuring completion of
relevant tasks and projects.
Communication Skills: Speaking clearly, sharing information, listening attentively, and using appropriate
language for a situation.
Acts with Integrity: Behaving in an ethical manner, not playing favorites.
Team Leadership: Ensuring his or her team has clear expectations, proper resources, and is working well
together.
Inclusiveness: Valuing diversity, considering the opinions of others, and fostering an inclusive work environment.
Developing Talent: Coaching, mentoring, providing feedback, and developing direct reports and colleagues.
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Notes

Optional: Your logo here
throughout report.
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Overall Competency Ratings
1
Considerable
Development
Needed

Business
Focus

2
Some
Development
Needed

3
Meets
Expectations

4
Strength

5
Exceptional:
No
Development
Needed

Overall
Score

Self

4.37

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score

4.03

National Norm

Customer
Focus

Self

4.23

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score

3.92

National Norm

Results
Orientation

Self

3.73

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score
National Norm

Communication
Skills

4.11

Self

4.29

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score

3.73

National Norm

1

2

3

4

5

Overall scores for all
competencies make it
easy to see trends.
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Overall Competency Ratings
1
Considerable
Development
Needed

Acts with
Integrity

2
Some
Development
Needed

3
Meets
Expectations

4
Strength

5
Exceptional:
No
Development
Needed

Overall
Score

Self

4.22

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score

3.99

National Norm

Team
Leadership

Self

3.90

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score

3.72

National Norm

Self

Inclusiveness

4.32

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score

3.89

National Norm

Developing
Talent

Self

3.83

Boss
Peer
Direct Report

Overall Score
National Norm

1

2

3

4

4.27

5

National norm provides
a comparison point
for leaders.
Gaps between overall
scores and norms identify
potential strengths and
development needs.
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Unexpected Strengths and Blind Spots
Unexpected Strengths

Areas for which others rated you an average of 4.25 or higher, AND
you rated yourself at least 1 point lower than others rated you. Others
see you performing these behaviors well, but you see yourself as
having room to improve.

Self

Overall
Score

3.00

4.43

2.00

4.43

3.00

4.38

Acts with Integrity 28. Admits mistakes.

3.00

4.36

Acts with Integrity 27. Says what he/she means.

2.00

4.31

Inclusiveness

3.00

4.29

Self

Overall
Score

Developing Talent 50. Provides both positive and negative feedback in a constructive way.

5.00

3.43

Results
Orientation

5.00

3.55

5.00

3.64

Competency
Communication
Skills

24. Shares information as needed by others.

Communication
Skills

21. Adjusts message according to the audience.

Business Focus

1. Understands our company's industry.

Blind Spots
Competency

40. Values diversity.

Areas for which others rated you an average of 3.75 or lower, AND you
rated yourself at least 1 point higher than others rated you. You see
yourself performing these behaviors better than others do.
14. Uses company resources effectively (including staff, time, budget).

Team Leadership 36. Gets his/her team working toward shared goals.

Blind Spots page highlights
any significant gaps in
self-awareness.
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Strengths and Development Needs
Strengths
Competency

Self vs. Others
10 H ighest Rated Behaviors

Self

Boss

Peer

Direct
Report

Overall
Comparison
Overall National
Score Norm

Inclusiveness

39. Encourages others to express diverse
opinions.

5.00

5.00

4.63

4.60

4.64

3.78

Business Focus

3. Understands current market issues and
market drivers.

5.00

4.00

4.75

4.60

4.64

3.72

Business Focus

6. Faces the key challenges for the company's
future.

5.00

5.00

4.63

Inclusiveness

38. Treats people with different backgrounds as
equals.

4.00

5.00

Compares scores to
4.20
4.50
4.36
a national
sample
of leaders.
4.63
4.00
4.43
3.33

Acts with Integrity

30. Is honest and forthcoming.

4.00

5.00

4.50

4.20

4.43

4.19

Communication
Skills

24. Shares information as needed by others.

3.00

5.00

4.50

4.20

4.43

4.73

Communication
Skills

21. Adjusts message according to the audience.

2.00

5.00

4.63

4.00

4.43

3.10

Customer Focus

10. Makes customers a top priority.

4.00

4.00

4.75

4.00

4.43

4.21

Inclusiveness

43. Shows respect for others, regardless of
position or background.

4.00

4.00

4.71

4.00

4.38

4.04

Communication
Skills

25. Asks clarifying questions to confirm
understanding.

4.00

4.00

4.86

3.80

4.38

3.24

Development Needs

Self vs. Others

Overall
Comparison
Overall National
Score Norm

Self

Boss

Peer

Direct
Report

Developing Talent 50. Provides both positive and negative feedback
in a constructive way.

5.00

3.00

4.25

2.20

3.43

4.61

Results Orientation 16. Delegates initiatives, projects, and tasks
appropriately.

4.00

3.00

3.75

3.20

3.50

3.00

Results Orientation 14. Uses company resources effectively (including
staff, time, budget).

5.00

5.00

4.00

2.50

3.55

3.10

Results Orientation 18. Sets challenging, yet appropriate, goals.

4.00

3.00

3.88

3.20

3.57

4.70

5.00

5.00

3.88

3.00

3.64

3.23

Results Orientation 13. Conveys a sense of urgency when necessary.

4.00

5.00

3.88

3.20

3.71

3.80

Results Orientation 17. Considers the financial impact of his/her
decisions.

4.00

3.00

4.25

Developing Talent 49. Mentors others within our company.

3.00

5.00

Acts with Integrity

29. Follows through on commitments.

4.00

2.00

4.25

3.40

3.79

4.67

Team Leadership

32. Makes sure his/her team has adequate
resources to succeed.

5.00

1.00

4.38

3.40

3.79

3.59

Competency

Team Leadership

10 Lowest Rated Behaviors

36. Gets his/her team working toward shared
goals.

Highlights
lowest
3.71
3.90
3.00
and highest scores to
3.71
3.62
4.13 help
2.80set priorities.
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Development Suggestions
The following development suggestions are based on your individual results and can be used to
help you learn about specific competencies that are important for you to develop. Each suggestion
is recommended based on the feedback results in your report, but some suggestions may be more
appropriate than others and you may need to tailor some aspects to fit your situation.
Each section provides the following information:
Competency Description
The description at the beginning of each section provides an overview of a competency where
your results suggest a need for growth. In addition to a brief description, four levels of proficiency
are described. These four levels are not intended to correspond to the 5-point numeric ratings on
your report, but rather to provide you with an understanding of the continuum of skills underlying
the competency. You should use the four levels to understand more about what it means to excel
or to struggle in each area. The competency description also provides a guide for you to map your
development progress. Understanding what the next level of proficiency looks like is an important step
in getting there. Read the descriptions above and below your current proficiency level and use these to
decide on the next steps you can take to improve. Keep in mind that jumping from Level 1 proficiency to
Level 4 is difficult to do – take small steps.
Developing on the Job: Things You Can Do Today and Long-Term Projects
This section contains specific tips and ideas on ways to change your behavior on the job in an area
your results suggest may need improvement. Included are suggestions you can apply immediately, as
well as longer-term projects that may take more time to implement and get results. You should probably
pick no more than one long term suggestion at a time, as these take more effort than the shorter-term
suggestions. Also, these few tips are not the complete list of all possible activities – use them as a
reference to create your own solutions.
Consider each suggestion, choose the ones that fit best and modify as needed. Choose wisely as
some suggestions may not be appropriate given your circumstances.
Readings
The final section of each competency includes a list of curated reading materials to support your skill
development. The readings contain a combination of classic and contemporary books and short articles
that are relevant for today’s leaders. All of these materials can be reviewed and purchased through
online sources.

Development suggestions
are based on the three
lowest-scoring
competencies
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Results Orientation
Individual contributors get results through their own immediate efforts, leaders get results through others.
Successful leaders motivate others and get teams the resources they need to complete tasks and achieve their
goals. A strong Results Orientation, or bottom-line focus, is essential for effective leaders. Effective leaders realize
they “can’t do it all themselves” and delegate tasks to able and willing team members. A strong sense of urgency
and the importance of work objectives drive effective leaders; the best make this drive infectious among their
team. The ability to motivate others through goals and clear priorities is critical to success. Proactively thinking
about how to prevent conflict and keep a team moving forward is also critical.
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Results Orientation
Things you can do today
• List your 3 most important priorities for the next 6 months and post them near your workspace –ask yourself
every day how much progress is being made toward these goals.
• Make a list of all the tasks or initiatives that you plan to do yourself but that could be done by a member of
your team. Determine if it is feasible to delegate these tasks. Does the individual have the skills to succeed?
Does he/she have the time available? Delegate those tasks that are appropriate, freeing up more of your
time for strategic management.
• Determine what your standard of success is. Describe the ways you are meeting this standard and where
you are falling short. Create a list of ways you can address these deficiencies.
Long term projects
• Develop a set of criteria for effective performance in your company/department. Include a list of necessary
accomplishments. Then make sure your reward system is aligned with the results you want to achieve.
• Meet with your team members, either individually or in work groups. Ask them to develop individual or team
goals and to develop action plans to achieve those goals. Make sure the goals are in line with your team’s
overall mission and objectives and that they are specific, concrete and obtainable. Meet periodically to
determine if these goals are being reached.
• Map out all current projects and their deadlines. Are you on target to meet these deadlines? Determine what
it will take to meet these deadlines early and leave room for the unexpected. Create a system for tracking
projects and deadlines, with reminders in place.
• Create a list of non-monetary rewards you can provide your work team. Check with your staff to see
which are most desirable. Create a system of distribution that directly links the rewards to your team’s
achievement of high priority goals.
• Create specific and achievable performance objectives for each member of your work team. Ask the
individuals to indicate linkages between each objective and the team or company’s overall goals and
strategies. Meet with each member monthly to review progress.
• Brainstorm with your team and identify procedures that could be streamlined and made more time efficient.
Create plans for how you would go about making these changes. Create a strategy for implementing these
changes and work with your team to determine a reasonable course of action for implementing these
changes.
• Create a project time management file. Keep track of how long it takes for you and your team to complete
tasks and projects. For example, how much time do you spend on the phone, in meetings, writing e-mails?
With whom do you spend most of your time? Are some important initiatives being neglected? After three
weeks of carefully logging your time, use this file to focus on more high priority tasks and to more accurately
budget time to projects.
Reading
• Browning, H. (2012). Accountability: Taking ownership of your responsibility. Greensboro, NC: Center for
Creative Leadership
• Bruch, H., & Ghoshal, S. (2004). A Bias for Action: How Effective Managers Harness Their Willpower,
Achieve Results and Stop Wasting Time. Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press.
• McChesney, C., Covey, S., & Huling, J. (2012). The 4 disciplines of execution: Achieving your wildly
important goals. London: Simon & Schuster.
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